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Archive Solutions
Bruynzeel
Customer satisfaction is our

Focus on efficiency and
accessibility

goal. To achieve this, we team

In our archive solutions, you

up with our clients and develop

will discover that space

a solution that suits them in

efficiency and accessibility go

every detail. A solution that will

hand in hand. With our

match their document storage

solutions, you can take full

and retrieval requirements and,

advantage of every cubic

of course, fit their budgets as

centimetre – whether your

well. Only then will the archive

archive is in the basement, on

solution be totally satisfactory.

the top floor, or in a distant
warehouse. Flexibly, comfortably, cost-effectively, accessibly. And reliably, for many years
to come. Our products comply
with all major international
quality and safety standards.

BRUYNZEEL
Solutions for an efficient archive
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Archive Solutions
Sysco®:
focus on flexibility

Multi-file:
multifunctional
suspended file

A fine example of versatile

Sysco®:
focus on
multifunctionality

archiving is offered by our

Clever, multifunctional acces-

Sysco® system. This modular

sories enhance the system’s

system has multiple dimensions

versatile applicability. Take for

to flushly fit all available

example Bruynzeel’s multi-

archive space, even around

functional suspended file -

pillars, ventilation shafts and

suitable for under-shelf filing

other objects. The system

and filing in pull-out frames.

provides an economical archive
solution to be frequently used,
by multiple users. All information you need is directly
accessible. Whatever filing
system you use, Sysco® can be
adapted to your needs and
wishes. Uprights are available
single closed, flush closed, and
may be provided with perforations to allow ventilation and
hence optimum preservation of
your documents. Sliding doors
further protect the system’s
contents. The Sysco® system’s
unique coating process
guarantees one hundred
percent coverage of steel for a
perfect finish. And to top it all,
the whole system can be made

SYSCO

®

All information directly accessible

4

mobile at a later stage, if
additional storage space is
needed.

User friendly
accessories
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COMPACTUS®

SYSCO®: ORIENTATION ON THE FUTURE
Sysco®: focus on
expansion

Archive Solutions

emission-free aluminium floor

Compactus®:
focus on storage capacity

The multifunctional Sysco

complies with the latest

With the Compactus® system,

Compactus® Operation:
focus on safety and
durability

system can be made even more

regulations for archive storage

an aisle is created where

On solid rails, manufactured

versatile by adding mobility.

to ensure perfect conservation

needed, enabling up to 200%

from hot-rolled steel, the

This way, the system will allow

of irreplaceable documents. It

storage capacity.

mobile system is operated

for any expansion you require.

is also especially suitable for

smoothly and effortlessly. The

If you need to increase storage

damp environments. When

system’s high-quality, durable

capacity at a later stage, rails

Sysco® is made mobile, it is

construction adapts to its load

can be integrated in a concrete

turned into a Compactus

capacity, ensuring effortless

floor or installed on a podest

system.

operation. Safety functions may

on top of any existing floor. The
®

®

floor, or platform, to be placed

include aisle locking, anti-tilt,
and end stops.

Emission free aluminium
floor complies with the
latest regulations

Integrated rails
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Durability
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Archive Solutions
COMPACTUS®
Customer oriented room planning

Compactus®:
focus on space efficiency

Compactus®:
focus on security

Oceans of virtually dust-free

Security of the stored material

archiving space are created by

is very important. Various

the ergonomically designed

locking devices, such as base-

Compactus system. We will

to-base coupling, a hand-wheel

develop the perfect solution for

lock, and sliding doors, help

your particular filing and

protect the contents of the

storage situation, taking into

mobile units from unauthorised

account your specific needs and

access. We offer a number of

wishes. The system can be

finishing options, including the

adapted to any construction

cost-efficient chain covers.

and fitted around specific

Optional front panels may be

building constraints, such as

finished in steel or monoform.

pillars and ventilation shafts.

This contemporary archive

The drive system ensures

system was designed with the

effortless movement of the

future in mind, and can be

system, regardless of the

upgraded to Compactus®

content or the number of racks.

Power3.

®

Information stored
confidentially
Effortless movement
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Archive Solutions
Compactus® Power3:
focus on comfort

Compactus® Power3:
focus on safety

One-touch operation of the

User safety is ensured accor-

touch pad provides unparalleled

ding to CE regulations, using

ease of operation of the

the Motor Current Monitoring

Compactus Power System –

System (MCMS) and photo

even if you have your hands

cells. To the pad, which is

full. A single, gentle touch is all

easily programmable from your

that is needed to provide

PC, security authorisations can

smooth access to the spacious

be assigned and reassigned.

interior of this latest, innovative

The system’s versatility enables

addition to the Bruynzeel range.

both long-term storage and

High loads, long mobiles? No

frequent use. Furthermore, the

problem! Compactus Power

system allows access to

moves at a constant speed

multiple users, while preserving

independent from its load or

high confidentiality and user

length. Vibration-free move-

safety. After closing time, the

ment, thanks to the soft start

system may be automatically

and soft stop, ensures that

repositioned, to provide extra

documents stay in place during

ventilation – for example to

retrieval.

protect documents during long-

®

COMPACTUS POWER
®

3

Unparalleled convenience

3

®

User safety is insured

Convenience

3

term storage. Or the system
may be locked to protect
against theft. Your files are safe
with Compactus® Power3.
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Archive Solutions
Silverline Multi-tier:
focus on solidity
Count yourself lucky if you can
use a high building for your
archiving activities. There is a
wealth of empty space up there,

SILVERLINE MULTI-TIER
Optimise the use of space in high buildings

just waiting to be utilised. With
our Silverline multi-tier system,
you have at your disposal a
simple, yet very solid and stable
construction to store literally
tons of information to be
accessed by multiple users. The
system’s galvanised, open
construction with mezzanine
floors and beams, stairways and
handrails, offers high-quality
storage space in conformity
with the latest regulations for
multi-tier storage systems.

Solid galvanised
construction
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Archive Solutions
Compactus® Double
Decker: focus on ultimate
space efficiency
The ultimate use of space is
offered by the convenient
Compactus® Double Decker. It
offers the best space efficiency

COMPACTUS® DOUBLE DECKER
Find your way, surely and securely

for higher buildings. This
innovative concept has all the
benefits of Compactus® Power3
while offering ultimate space
efficiency. One-touch operation
of the touch pad provides userfriendly and safe operation on
both levels. Vibration-free
movement, thanks to the soft
start and soft stop, ensures that
documents stay in place during
retrieval. Shelving moves at a
constant speed, independent
from its load. Steel gratings
offer a clear view of the level
below. To obtain even better
orientation, the system can be
fitted with automatic aisle
lighting, to retrieve just the file
you need, when you need it.
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Bruynzeel Storage Systems BV
Industrieterrein 7
P.O. Box 7118
5980 AC Panningen - The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 (77) 306 90 00
Fax: +31 (77) 307 81 33
www.brfs.nl
info@brfs.nl

Constructor GmbH
Landstrasser Hauptstrasse 148/3/B1
1030 Wien - Austria
Tel.: +43 (1) 7184 248 0
Fax: +43 (1) 7184 248 50
www.constructor.at
verkauf@constructor.at

Bruynzeel Storage Systems NV/SA
Buro & Design Center
Esplanade Heizel B50
1020 Brussels - Belgium
Tel.: +32 (2) 479 42 42
Fax: +32 (2) 479 82 82
www.bruynzeel-storage-systems.be
info@bruynzeel-storage-systems.be

Constructor Danmark A/S
Havnevej 7
4000 Roskilde - Denmark
Tel.: +45 (46) 328 008
Fax: +45 (46) 328 118
www.constructor.dk

Bruynzeel Rangements SAS
7, rue Drusus
67200 Strasbourg - France
Tel.: +33 (3) 8826 9600
Fax: +33 (3) 8826 9601
www.bruynzeel.fr
info@bruynzeel.fr

Constructor Norge AS
Postboks 363
Sandviksveien 36
1323 Høvik - Norway
Tel.: +47 (67) 1126 00
Fax: +47 (67) 1126 01
www.constructor.no

Bruynzeel Regalsysteme GmbH
Moselstraße 18
41464 Neuss - Germany
Tel.: +49 (2131) 4099 0
Fax: +49 (2131) 4099 199
www.bruynzeel.de
info@bruynzeel.de

Constructor Sverige AB
Anders Personsgatan 12
416 64 Göteborg - Sweden
Tel.: +46 (31) 7719 600
Fax: +46 (31) 7719 696
www.constructor.se
info.se@constructor.se

Compactus & Bruynzeel AG
Zürcherstrasse 350
8500 Frauenfeld - Switzerland
Tel.: +41 (52) 7240 724
Fax: +41 (52) 7240 744
www.compactus.ch
info@compactus.ch

Constructor Polska Sp. z o. o.
Ul. Mińska 63
03-828 Warszawa - Poland
Tel.: +48 (22) 3308 130
Fax: +48 (22) 3308 140
www.constructordexion.pl

Bruynzeel – also the
storage partner for
libraries, museums and
warehouses

Members of the Aker Group
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The pictures in this brochure can show products that are not standard models. Products subject to change.
ARB 1.0

